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Abstract

of such, since it is the breach of perfection of a human body’s proportions and thirst to sophisticated compositions that are one of 
formal characteristics of mannerism in art. The study of the ‘human body’ phenomenon in this work presumes a study of how the 
author speaks of the body and its parts, how he uses the concept ‘body image’ for relaying own intentions. Constructing a formal 

writers, among other authors of that period they are distinguished with a peculiar attitude towards the cultural achievements of the 

contradictive “pending situation” between the old and the new is one of characteristic features of mannerism.
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1. Introduction. The article deals with the research 
of a human body in the  century literature and 
art paradigm. The actuality of the present study is 
stipulated by the fact that the studied subjects belong 
to such general philological and linguistic problems 

neutics, the language picture of the world, the linguis

Study of peculiarities of mannerist culture, which 
was formed in the territory of Eastern Europe within 

th centuries is to be made 
within the framework of researching treatises of lit
erature which were created in the territory of Eastern 

of the writers of that period, among other authors of 
the period they are distinguished with a peculiar at
titude towards the cultural achievements of Renais

ing tradition, but with the help of transformations to 
renew that tradition. Such a contradictive “pending 
situation” between the old and the new is one of char
acteristic features of mannerism.
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Renaissance to Baroque. This stipulates the importance 

of European culture at the contemporary stage, which 

Fun-
damentals of Modern Art and Introduction into its 
Symbolic Forms 
Tragique de l'ombre. Shakespeare et le manierisme 
(1990), Bryan Turner Recent Developments in the 
Theory of the Body 
of modern cultural paradigm, state that crucial phe
nomena as well as novelties in the 20th century art 
are based on preceding artistic practices and display 
their kinship with the Art of both Renaissance and 
Mannerism, the latter being often called ‘The Fall of 
Renaissance’.

The goal of the study is to perform an analysis of 

ature that was created on the territory of Eastern Eu
rope; to reveal the meaning of bodily representations 

of research of the bodily code to make an attempt to 
describe to describe one of ontological parameters 

mannerism in the theory of literature; research of so

nent. The object of study – human body in a Latin 
The subject of study

forming and styleforming functions of somatisms in 

2. Methodology
2.1 The program of study of the image of the 

body in mannerist type works. The study program 
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of the body image in mannerist type of the parworks 
of literature which were created in the territory of 
Eastern Europe includes

haracteristics of mannerism in the theory of 
literature and arts;

(2) analysis of corporeality of a human from the 
standpoint of philosophy, linguistic semiotics and lin
guistic culturology;

 
the body as  reality described by culture rep
resents inner emotions; 

traditional Renaissance conceptions;

(6) description of semantic space of a human body 
in artistic  of treatises by S. Orichovsky and Tran
quillion;

(7) study of peculiarities in functioning of soma
tisms as component of artistic images of the . 

2.2. Research materials. To resolve the set tasks, 
the general scope of the research material was based 
on Latin treatises of Orichovsky “ , 

-

-
 and Ukrainian treatise of Tranquillion (total 

 In analyzed treatis
es  body parts (somatic 

)  

2.3. Methods of analysis. The main concepts 

(R. Bart , Y.M. Lotman , V.N. Toporov , H.Ruthrof6, 
U Eco7 N. Depraz N., S Gallagher8); historico cul
tural studies ( A.F. Losev9, Gumbrecht G10, Byk
hovskaya11); 
ty12 , J. Lacan , V. Nikitin ). The study 

of super linear analysis (I. Galperin16), the compar
 The methodology of the 

methods from structural, anthropological, cognitive 
semantical and component analysis; the study of the

 The leading 
method to process the illustrative material became the 
descriptive analytical method with its main compo

of semantic analysis was applied, as well as methods 

3.1. Theoretical premises of the study.The his
tory of development of the human civilization man
ifests multidimensionality in research of this phe

ancient priests, than of philosophers, and eventually 
of anthropologists, psychologists, etc. Therefore, the 
problem of depicting the concept of a human body 

of now, the phenomenon of a human body is consid
ered not only in philosophical ( 17, 

18), psychological (Lacan19, Rumyantsev20), 
but also in artistic and linguistic discourse (Ruthrof21, 
U Eco22 N. Depraz, S. Gallagher ).

However, despite the active study of this problem 
so far the science does not have an established uni
form theory that would connect the language and bod

tions of “body”, “corporeality”, and “body image”. 

static, limited anatomic and physiology object.
The notion of corporeality denotes the body with 

counteracting with such, determined in its somatic 
and motion characteristics by both natural normality, 
and by peculiarities of this space” (Y.A. Strebkova) .

V.M. Boguslavskiy  notes, that “apprehension on the 

world is the nucleus of each national culture and oc
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cupies the most important place in an ethnicity’s sys
tem of signs in its culture”. 

Each cultural formation views the problems of in
terrelation and interaction of the spirit and the matter, 
of nature and society in its own way, as well as pro
duces its own criteria of attitude towards a man, body 
practices and a human body. In the Antiquity, the hu
man body is perceived as reproduction of beauty and 
cosmic harmony, in the Medieval – as focus of deprav

the esthetics of Renaissance, Baroque and Classicism. 
In these times, a kind of anthropological paradigm of 
perceiving a human emerges; this paradigm provides 
for a feasibility of discussion of problems of the body 
of a human being alongside with the ideas of their soul 

receives its interpretation in the philosophical and cul
tural paradigm of the 16th century.

In modern literature and in art trends being formed 
during another borderline of ages, common traits ap
propriate of various manifestations of the 16th centu
ry cultural paradigm become more and more evident. 
It is necessary to analyze such remote in time cultural 
and historical analogies as this analysis frequently 
serves to develop essential features of phenomena 
created in art in modern time.

This, in our opinion, stipulates the timeliness of 

body description in terms of mannerism, the latter be
ing a philosophical and artistic trend dated back to the 
16th century.

3.2. Manner and Mannerism in the aesthetics of 
cultural trends. Mannerism is the understudied phe

digm. However, European researchers have not come 
to the unilateral opinion about the essence of manner
ism. This is caused by its inner dualism and certain 
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of soul”27, or as a sort of philosophical trend28. Most 
researchers stick to the idea of variability of manner
ist style, and they attribute to mannerism conceptu
ally opposite works of art such as graphics cycle I 
modi by D. Romano and others as well as pictures by 
Domenico Beccafumi.

Attempts to describe the essence of this phenom
enon in terms of theory and history of literature led 

to establishment of parallel correlations of visual and 

nected with the conceptualization of a human body 

mann the image of Hamlet compares with the portrait 
of Hugolino Martelly by a representative of a Floren
tine school Angelo29. And the term “mannerism” itself 
is connected with the human body sphere of concepts.

Initially, the word maniera appeared in the 16Ith 
century in Italian book Libro dell’Arte by Cenni
to Cennini, where it was interpreted as a handprint 
of a master, as his characteristic manner to create a 
work of art. Within the esthetics of artistic styles, the 
essence of mannerism is determined by the correla
tion of the creator and the object being created. In 
any kind of art (painting, sculpture or literature), the 
problem to convey an idea of a human body with
in this style is solved in the spirit of neoplathonism, 
when a man thinks and creates based on the sensual 
information, designing and checking it with the help 
of inner forms that have been received from God and, 
therefore, are innate . 

Although the works of mannerism theoreticians 
(Visari, Lomazzo, Zuccaro)  keep treating a hu
man personality as completely determined by a god, 
but their given corporal forms are already perceived 
as subjective ones. Zuccaro introduces the idea of 
“disegno interno (inner picture)”  with the help of 
which, according to the author’s opinion, an artist 
may realize the sensual perception as well as create 
an inner world. The “disegno interno” is opposed to 
the “diserno esterno” , the inner picture being a form, 
an image according to which the world is created, and 
the outer one is the created world itself. Thus, accord
ing to Zuccaro’s ideas, in this way, the corporality is 
not rejected but inevitably is treated and shaped in the 
human mind. The artist is to follow the nature but not 
in a servile but a creative way. And the phenomenon 
of imitative representation (mimesis) as it’s known, is 
directly connected with the phenomenon of the human 
body, since, according to Plato and Aristotle, any rep
resentation of nature is realized through various man
ifestations of corporality – voice, body motions, etc.

The basic criterion of mannerism in such a con

forms of its representation in the mannerist dis
course makes the human body not only a means to 
represent a human as a subject but also means to 
represent the objective world created by the sub

in Vasari’s painting, in particular in his painting 
“Allegory to Justice”, where the curve of a female 
body’s clothes symbolizes the Justice by focusing 
on the blank space in the center of the picture. The 
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Complicated reality requires complicated artistic 
means to represent it. Mannerism is inclined to alle
gorism and symbolism, and “a labyrinth or a rather 

mannerist  (Losev). In the 16th century treatises where 
the issues of mannerist esthetics are raised, with a man 
in the limelight, the denial of ideal proportions of a hu
man body is observed more and more. Artists prefer a 

the idea of “serpentinata” with the idea of labyrinth . 
Thus, Gastone Bachelard in The Poetics of Space, while 
studying the metaphoric of a labyrinth in the continuity 

metaphor of labyrinth that is connected with corporal 
realia . Scholar Mikhail Iampolski in his work Demon 
and Labyrinth
treats the labyrinth as an architectural twin of the body, 
and he correlates the movement in such a labyrinth to the 
movement inside a certain body memory. According to 
Mikhail Iampolski, to move within one's mastered space 
of an underground labyrinth means to activate the body 
memory, to dissolve the present in the past, to live within 
the trace that comprises the outer mnemonic envelope .

Therefore, the labyrinth as a way to recreate ar

3.3. The means of verbalization of a human 
body in treatises of mannerist type. The peculiarity 

bination of structural poles with the mutual attraction 

from the research of establishment and development 
of peculiarities of the East Slavic literature of the 

th

it should be noted that it is the transitional artistic 
awareness that the worldview attitudes of East Slav
ic humanists are marked with. The man’s inner se

literature that arose in the Easter Slavonic territory 
is considered to be problematic as the Christianity – 
a core element of the then man’s “ego”– in the new 

rality correlated with the laws of nature.

under consideration of Ukrainian thinkers since the 

within the Christian ethics, were focused on spec
ulations about the essence of the “inner” man, the 

for the truth was not typical to the thinkers of that 
th century, human personality with 

harmonic combination of the spiritual and the bodi
ly has an important place in the European scientif
ic thought and, therefore, has not been left without 
attention of the East Slavic thinkers who being the 
Eastern Europe culture oriented never lose the genet
ic liaison with their own culture. 

Views of the East Slavic humanists on the bodily 
and the spiritual in a man, on the mind and senses 

the ideas of their local predecessors and on the basis 
of comparing their views with the novelty ideas of the 
Western Renaissance .

Much attention to the issues of homo corporalis and 

the structure of the Universe was paid by Stanislavius 

Breastplate of 
Theology notes that a man consists of visible body and 
invisible soul. The visible body as the inanimate nature 

from the water, breath from the air, and heat from the 
 (Pilyavets’ 176). So, according to Tranquillion, the 

sensitivity of a human body is the source of knowledge 
about the world. Tranquillion’s interpretation has foun
damentals of sensualism that will become established in 
the literature later. In his interpretation, the ideas about 

the state of “sensual fabric”, and the thinker represents 
them as a human body and human bodily behavior. The 
ability to distinguish bodily sensations and to perceive 
the world through them results in the capability to 
identify the inner and the outer in a man and in his 
environment. The body as a certain present by nature 
is perceived in its entirety, and the corporality is per
ceived on the basis of understanding of senses and 
feelings arising along with the bodily activities.

Since, as it was stated above, the opinions of 
Ukrainian thinkers on the bodily and spiritual nature of 

ing of Byzantine understanding of a man, according to 
which the soul had been integrally linked to the body, 
the corporality and the human body were in the focus 
of their attention. A human realized and cognized the 
body and corporality not only as real present from the 
nature but also through certain social and cultural mod

the corporality is found in Latin works by Orichovius, 

ideas of the European Renaissance, a man was consid

the East Slavic thinkers, particularly for Orichovius, a 
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human body was the means to conceptualize the world 

: Howev-
er you should have taken care of yourself as of a head, 
and only then of the Senate. Read it and direct at our 
wellbeing so that we could tell that you are a golden 
child of your mother head being a symbol for the 

Also, should 
you happen to be asked who you are, answer frankly 
and piously this way: I am the King – the mouths, eyes 
and ears of the Law, to be more precise – an inter-
preter of the Law
everywhere you will hear piteous groan and scream of 
thy subordinates deprived also of their freedom …And 

 (ears like the vessel of mem
ory, the Saint Spirit penetrated through the ear of the 
Lady); 
this in my strongest voice so that everyone should hear 
me, I cry… Indeed, as it in written in the Holy Writ, 
He can be seen only those pure in heart . Thus, for 
instance, some people in the result of a certain disease 

lust to satisfy it strangles the youth and pushes them to 

to see their own death . ...shuts their ears for them not 
-

nus who deprives the youth of all other senses: both 
eyesight and earshot, smell, and taste . …there will 

smell the scent of perfume, will thee not taste delica-
cies, will thee not dance. On the contrary, in front of 
thy eyes there will be everything that is worth a brave 

-
ing collided with the void, gets blind there .The organs 
of osphresis as markers of visual perception.

that the body is perceived by the author abstractedly 
and is the means to represent the author’s perception of 
the world, as a certain sign that gives a recipient an im

or a part of it. At the same time, this the somatic code 

features of the body, descriptions of mental, emotional, 
spatial “dimensions” giving the human body meanings 
that are functionally important for the culture.

Considering somatisms in the treatise by Stanis
laus Orichivius, it is worth mentioning the usage of 
body code for denomination of the state. In the con
ceptual vision of the essence of an ideal governance 
of a state and the essence of the state, Orschichovski 
inherited the teaching by Plato, who in his The State 

This other part of justice thee 
must value in your state as if it were a remedy to 

being healthy, for in it is the highest praise to both a 
king and a healer. And when certain limbs of thy state 
shall get ill with a plaque, heal them under the laws 
the same way as healers do . 

In De lege coelibatus Orichovius, denying the as
cesis, appraises the beauty of the human bodily na
ture. To show the absurdity of the laws of the Catholic 
Church that does not allow clergymen to get married, 
Orschichovski appeals to Nature and to the Natural 

The Nature itself and the God have protected 
the youth from the lusts of the body. A man is the im-
age and the likeness of the God Himself so that is the 
best and the most perfect part of the Nature .

The author calls the church where senseless laws 
govern as hopelessly ill, thus drawing parallels with 

This, most likely, is the remedy for 
the ill and almost helpless life of ours, for the spoilt 

.
The hot stings of their sins serve as punishment 

for those who enter lawful marriage, who violate 
the law of their nature that lives on the organs of 
our body, and who arrogantly assert that…they are 

thing to completely demolish all those laws that the 
-

sides, in our liver? Each part of our body is pur-
posed for carrying out a certain function, even the 
smallest nail. If all other limbs carry out certain 
functions and none is set free of this by a human 
law, shall those organs that were given to us by the 
Nature for reproduction stay id ? 

The author composes a true Hymn to The Wom
an, to her beauty and intelligence. Referring to the 

The God himself tied up with union not only their 
souls but with a harmonic alliance their bodies, when 
in His divine mouths He especially reliably asserted: 

the body of one shall have power over the body of the 
other, and there will not be one without the other .

The Nature, as Orschichovski writes, has not cre
ated anything more gentle and beautiful compared 

They back our loins, all our lives in the 
same way as the body is backed by bones .
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pects of corporality that were manifested in somatic 
forms of representing a man, then in unmasking of 
the hideousness of the Church, on the one hand, and 

hand, it is possible to say that somatisms are a form of 

4. Conclusions. The inner semantic human world 
of the transition period that is depicted in analyzed 
treatises has a problematic status. Since Christian 
times the ethical issues and moral had already been in

interrelation of the corporeal and the spiritual in a hu
man being. Accordingly the human ‘body’ found itself 
in the centre of ontological problematics. On the one 
hand, the ‘image of the body’ appeared to be a marker 

marker of cultural tradition. Therefore the character 
of realization of corporality in the considered treatises 
depends on the localization of interaction between cat
egories of the inner outer world and can change both 

semantic contents and its interpretation. The reality of 
the material world is substituted in the author’s imagi
nation with the reality of ideal images and the body is 

Since the parametrization of the analyzed  is 
done through circumscribing the character and way 
of  of markers that denote the author’s pic
ture of the world, his equilibrium prodistinata (basic 
reality) on  levels of its , the so
matisms can be treated as an aspect of components 
for “equilibrium prodistinata”, such components be
ing special  
miotic continuum of culture. 

ble determination of limits in representing a human 
body and the image of a human body in the author’s 

tion as such, since it is the breach of perfection of a 
human body’s proportions and thirst to sophisticated 
compositions that are one of the formal characteris
tics of mannerism in art.
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